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SUMMARY: 
... The social psychology researches of Milgram, Zimbardo, and others, show that 
good people can do bad things when placed in organizational structures and 
pressured by a strong corporate culture to be a "good team member." ... Beginning in 
the early 1960s, the expectation that businesses would protect the environment was 
added. ... The Enron affair has heightened the above recognition and may have 
provided the tipping point for a new social mandate that society expects businesses 
to restrain themselves from harming others even if it is legal to do so. ... Yet, in 



organizing the work processes within the company, management may put pressure 
on employees to do what is illegal or unethical. ... Success at networking-looking up 
and around-requires fitting into the style of the company so that others will be 
comfortable that the individual manager is one of them. Having the proper style, 
appearance, and teamwork ethic allows the manager to put others at ease. ... There 
is a rich literature on organizational structures and behavior, on leadership, and on 
corporate culture, which can be mined for creative ways to redesign the work 
environment to promote legal compliance and ethical behavior. ... The so-called 
"box" should be redesigned to compel all employees to face the legal and ethical 
issues inherent in today's management environment. ...   
 
TEXT: 
 [*43]  
 
Abstract 
 
The social psychology researches of Milgram, Zimbardo, and others, show that good 
people can do bad things when placed in organizational structures and pressured by 
a strong corporate culture to be a "good team member." Much of corporate law and 
applied ethics, to the contrary, focuses on the intentions and character of individual 
decision-makers as if they operated in a vacuum. While assigning responsibility to 
individuals is essential in law and ethics, this article argues for a broader, multi-
disciplinary approach to understanding why legal and ethical meltdowns occur in 
businesses. To avoid such meltdowns, businesses must appreciate the changing 
nature of societal mandates and demonstrate more respect for the institution of law. 
Next, building on the work of James Waters, organizational blocks which operate to 
prevent healthy ethical behavior even when both managers and employees of a 
business want to do the right thing, are examined. Finally, building on the work of 
Robert Jackall, this article reviews some of the "rules for successful careers" that 
work to exclude consideration of law and ethics in managers' decision making, and 
make some tentative suggestions for legal and organizational reforms. 
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I. Introduction 
 
People act differently when they are in groups than when they are not. Most people 
admit using a different set of moral values at work than they use at home. n1 Aware 
of this dichotomy, Reinhold Niebuhr, the noted theologian, n3 In fact, several fields 
actually have developed based upon this phenomenon: organizational behavior and 
organizational development; industrial psychology, social psychology; sociology; 
and others. Unfortunately, one of the shortcomings of business ethics, until recently, 
has been its failure or reluctance to acknowledge the truth of this axiom. n4 
 
Ferrell and Fraedrich, in their well-established textbook on Business Ethics, n5 were 
among the first scholars, if not the first, to include chapters on "How the 



Organization Influences Ethical Decision Making." n6 In a chapter on how 
organizations influence behavior, Ferrell and Fraedrich look at two broad categories 
of organizational structures: centralized and decentralized. n7 
 
 [*45]  [SEE TABLE IN ORIGINAL] 
 
They later explain that "[m]anagement's sense of the organization's culture may be 
quite different from the values and ethical beliefs that are actually guiding the firm's 
employees. Ethical issues may arise because of conflicts between the cultural values 
perceived by management and the ones actually at work in the organization." n8 
One of the essential criteria for ethical behavior on the job is that employees think 
critically and creatively. It is equally important, however, for managers to recognize 
that employees must work and communicate "inside the box," the organizational 
structure and culture of the company employing them. Even while employees are 
encouraged to think outside the limitations of the existing structure and culture, a 
better "box" needs to be designed for employees. 
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A. Short Review of the Literature 
 
One of the foundational works in this area is Modern Organizations by Amitai 
Etzioni, n9 which covers the history of thought in the sociology of organizations. He 
starts with the definition of organizations from Talcott Parsons; n10 explains the 
contributions of the formal (Scientific Management) school; presents the 
contributions of the informal (Human Relations) schools; discusses the emerging 
synthesis represented by the Structuralist approach; summarizes Max Weber's 
theory of bureaucracy (Early Structuralist); and then concludes with applications of 
the structuralist approach to organizations as they relate to clients and the larger 
environment. n11 
 
Organizations are social units deliberately constructed and maintained to seek 
specific goals. n12 They are characterized by three attributes: (1) "divisions of labor, 
power, and communication responsi-bilities"; (2) "one or more power centers" 
directing the organization toward its goals; and (3) free "substitution of personnel" 
through removal, promotion, recombination, or transfer. n13 There are various 
ways in which goals of modern organizations become either distorted or displaced, 
thereby becoming the master or servant of the organization. n14 "[O]ne of a larger 
category of distortions" arises from the over-measurement of some aspects of an 
organization's output to the detriment of others. n15 This problem may be 
particularly acute in organizations such as churches and schools whose output is not 
material and, hence, whose efficiency is extremely difficult to measure. n16 
 
The formal (Scientific Management) school assumed no conflict between man and 
organization. n17 Its perspective of the organization came from a strong managerial 
stance, and the underlying assumption was "what  [*47]  was good for management 



was good for the workers." n18 The informal (Human Relations) school taught that 
"workers have many needs other than purely economic ones," and it argued that the 
formal school approach did not benefit the workers or the management. n19 The 
informal school posited approaches under which management, by acknowledging 
the non-economic, social and cultural needs of the workers, could both increase 
worker satisfaction and raise productivity. n20 
 
The Structuralist School viewed some conflict and tension between workers and the 
organization as inevitable and not always undesirable. n21 Essentially, the 
Structuralist School promoted a synthesis of the formal and informal approaches, 
influenced by the work of Max Weber, and, to a limited extent, the work of Karl 
Marx. n22 "Structuralist writers [were the] first [to] recognize fully the 
organizational dilemma: the inevitable strains . . . between organizational needs and 
personal needs; between rationality and non-rationality; between discipline and 
autonomy; between formal and informal relations; [and] between management and 
workers, or, more generically, between ranks and divisions." n23 One survey of the 
federal government even suggests the incompleteness of the informal school is that 
the importance of material (formal) rewards in organizations is not reduced by the 
importance of social rewards, a matter addressed by the Structuralist School. n24 
 
B. Centers of Control in Organizations 
 
The formal (Scientific Management) school, which had its foundations in the 
scientific management theories of Frederick Winslow Taylor, n26 Division of  [*48]  
labor, however, according to formal school thought, had to be balanced by a "unity 
of control." n27 To explain, "[t]he tasks [of the organization] have to be broken up 
into components by a central authority in line with a central plan of action; the 
efforts of each work unit need to be supervised; and the various job efforts leading 
to the final product have to be coordinated." n28 Since each supervisor had a limited 
span of control, it was necessary to have so many first-line supervisors, second-line 
supervisors, and so on. n29 There is no definite number for span of control; 
however, most classical writers believe the optimal span of control was five to ten, 
with the higher end numbers (eight to ten) appearing at the top of the organization 
chart where the greater resources needed to support diverse decision making were 
likely to be found. n30 
 
This classical (formal) model, demonstrates how armies, churches, universities, and 
many corporations are organized and explains why it is appropriate to group armies 
with churches and schools, which is not necessarily ideal but nonetheless 
appropriate. n31 Out of the centers of control arise orders, job descriptions, bonus 
decisions, production, and sales quotas, n32 followed by a need to motivate, 
manipulate, or coerce workers and their supervisors into meeting these demands 
and expectations. n33 It is frequently at this exact juncture that a number of 
business ethics issues and dilemmas arise, some conscious and visible, some neither 
conscious nor readily apparent. n34 Very powerful forces of  [*49]  environment, 



context, peer pressure, role assignments, or role expectations assist the supervisor 
in "motivating" the worker at this juncture. n35 
 
C. The Law of Organizations 
 
The Law of Business Organizations has traditionally consisted of the law of 
partnerships and corporations. The law of corporations usually is based on the 
Model Business Corporation Act (MBCA). n36 For purposes of this article, 
partnership law and laws relating to close corporations will not be addressed. n37 
The underlying principle of the MBCA is the traditional notion of property rights and 
contracts. n38 The idea of ownership and control going hand-in-hand is 
perpetuated, if not raised and exalted. 
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This concept was seriously undercut by the important contribution of Adolf Berle 
and Gardiner Means in 1932. n39 They showed that ownership and control had 
been severed in large, publicly traded corporations. n40 This significant discovery 
has become even more important in this age of mergers, acquisitions, and global 
capitalism with large transnational corporations emerging more powerful than even 
most nation states. As far as can be determined, however, the law of corporations 
has not meaningfully responded to this rather fundamental discovery. 
 
Another significant addition to the debate about the role of law in regulating 
corporations came with the publication in 1975 of Christopher Stone's landmark 
work, Where the Law Ends. n41 Professor Stone argues that regulation of business 
is always behind the learning curve. The law focuses on regulating yesterday's 
problem while the fertile brains of corporate managers are already moving into new 
areas. n42 There are a number of ways to influence the process by which 
corporations make decisions, such as establishing new positions at the top of the 
hierarchy such as vice president for environmental affairs, n44 instituting public 
directorships-both general and special, n46 To date, there are no takers. 
 
Currently, following the crash of Enron, n48 Martha  [*51]  Stewart, n49 and others, 
segments of American society are anxiously looking for "fixes" for what some 
perceive as unethical behavior, but others see as another round of white-collar 
crime. The Sarbanes-Oxley Act was the first step by Congress on the path to 
reassuring an anxious public that corporate stocks would once again be safe 
investments. n50 Sarbanes-Oxley, while certainly well-intentioned, falls short for 
several reasons. n51 It might more accurately be considered a modest first step by 
Congress rather than a solution. n52 
 
One reason that Congress has not been better equipped to deal with what some 
consider a public confidence crisis in the markets is that many, if not most, members 
of Congress view the world through the dominant  [*52]  property-rights-contracts-
free-markets political ideology. When ideology is challenged by facts, the facts can 



sometimes get ignored. n53 The hard news for some ideologues is that unregulated 
markets may be part of the problem rather than part of any solution. n54 
 
D. Brief Introduction to the Psychology of Authority, Peer Pressure, and Roles 
 
Professor Stanley Milgram of Yale University did some ground-breaking studies on 
authority in the early 1960s. n55 Milgram discovered that a simple white lab coat 
and an instruction that "[t]he experiment requires that you go on" were sufficient to 
get subjects to apply increased doses of electricity to supposedly suffering human 
subjects. n56 As Milgram noted in the "Postscript" to one of his articles: 
 
With numbing regularity good people were seen to knuckle under the demands of 
authority and perform actions that were callous and severe. Men who are in 
everyday life responsible and decent were seduced by the trappings of authority, by 
the control of their perceptions, and by the uncritical acceptance of the 
experimenter's definition of the situation, into performing harsh acts. . . . 
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The results, as seen and felt in the laboratory, are to this author disturbing. They 
raise the possibility that human nature, or-more specifically-the kind of character 
produced in American democratic society, cannot be counted on to insulate its 
citizens from brutality and inhumane treatment at the direction of malevolent 
authority. A substantial proportion of people do what they are told to do, 
irrespective of the content of the act and without limitations of conscience, so long 
as they perceive that the command comes from a legitimate authority. n57 
 
In the summer of 1971, Philip Zimbardo of Stanford University led an incredible 
experiment using the psychology building on campus as a makeshift prison. n58 He 
and two graduate assistants, Craig Haney and Curtis Banks, assembled a group of 
college-aged volunteers, sorted them for emotional stability, and randomly assigned 
them to positions of either guard or prisoner. n59 Within a few days, the guards 
assumed the roles of guards and the prisoners started to display the attributes of 
"first-timers" at real prisons. n60 Within six days, the experiment had to be 
terminated because the situation became "too real" and too intense, with several 
prisoners having to be dismissed because of psychological trauma. n61 This 
experiment unmasked the amazing power of role expectations as a major force in 
how people make decisions and a massive factor in how people see their situations. 
n62 
 
The power of context and environment in determining how people perceive others 
as well as in determining underlying assumptions was demonstrated dramatically 
by another Stanford experiment. n63 In that experiment, healthy investigators got 
themselves admitted under false names with false diagnoses to various mental 
hospitals. n64 The physicians  [*54]  and other hospital workers treated them as 
mentally ill, even though they were not, because they were, after all, "inmates" in 



wards for the insane. The power of the underlying assumption (they would not be 
here if they were not mentally ill) prevented the staff from recognizing mentally 
healthy patients. n65 
 
E. When Good People Do Bad Things 
 
Certainly, some illegal and unethical business activities are carried out by those who 
may be considered bad people. Most people in business, however, are good people 
who sometimes do bad things. Most people are part of social networks that 
encourage following the law and being ethical. Most people live in communities to 
which they have ties. They have friends, raise families, care for their parents, 
practice their religion, vote, pay taxes, and follow the law. When the business in 
which they work, however, threatens their welfare unless they act illegally or 
unethically, or conditions rewards on illegal or unethical actions, good people will 
do bad things. n66 
 
Many recent cases of business misconduct support this view: the Sears auto repair 
scandal n68 State Farm's medical claims denials n70 to name a few. An analysis of 
how basically good companies can pressure basically good employees to do such 
wrongs will help inspire the creation of a better "box" for companies. 
 
Experiences in higher education, business, and the military drive home the idea that 
the hard work of ethics goes far beyond learning the right thing to do. While it is 
important to know what is right, the more daunting challenge in ethics is to discover 
how to get yourself and others to do the right thing and to avoid doing the wrong 
thing. n71 Such an undertaking or inquiry into '"moral dynamics" requires an 
appreciation of human nature, n72 an understanding of the power of the 
environment/situation on human choices, n73 and some knowledge of how humans 
are motivated to do good and to do evil. n74 
 
This note will examine how to get people who have to work "inside the box 
[cubicle]" in organizations to do what is legal and right and avoid doing what is 
illegal and wrong. In order to do so, it is necessary to understand both how 
businesses are organized and operate and how  [*56]  individuals make busines 
decisions and are motivated. n75 Businesses need to keep out of the back seat of the 
car on the back row of the drive-in movie because, as our priests, teachers, and 
parents would say, if you go there, putting yourself in that near occasion of sin, you 
are going to fall. Likewise, if businesses go there, if they organize themselves in 
certain ways, those businesses are going to fall into illegal and unethical conduct. 
Four analytical frameworks will be suggested for examining the causes of legal and 
ethical failures in business, followed by a brief exploration of some solutions that 
might aid in the design of better business structures and company cultures. Finally, 
some initial suggestions will be made about how the law of organizations might 
adjust its focus to promote more ethically justified conduct and discourage white-
collar crime. 
 



II. Understanding the Changing Social Mandates for Business 
 
One cause of legal and ethical failures in businesses is a lack of understanding of the 
changing social mandates for business. n76 One scholar suggests that in return for 
granting businesses their franchise to operate, society has expectations of what 
businesses will provide and how they will behave. n77 These expectations develop 
and change as societal needs and the relations among its members change. n78 With 
the rapid growth of industrialization in the United States after the Civil War, 
businesses were expected to add to the wealth of the society by producing more, 
cheaper and higher quality goods to raise the general standard of living. n79 
 
By the early 1900s, this mandate had expanded to include the expectation that 
businesses would protect the health and safety of their workers n80 and allow them 
to bargain collectively in order to raise their  [*57]  standard of living. n81 
Businesses were also required to respect the operation of free markets through 
antitrust laws n83 Beginning in the early 1960s, the expectation that businesses 
would protect the environment was added. n84 The decade of the 1960s also saw 
the advent of demands for consumer information and protection. n85 In the 1980s 
"stakeholder" language began to recognize the concerns of society that hostile 
takeovers not harm the workers and communities, and that corporate decision 
makers acknowledge other constituencies that contribute to corporations. n86 
 
These changes in societal expectations were reflected in a Business Week poll 
conducted during 2000. n87 Only four percent of respondents agreed with Milton 
Friedman and the neo-classical economists that the sole  [*58]  purpose of business 
is to increase the wealth of its stockholders. n88 Ninety-five percent thought the 
purpose of business included benefiting workers and communities. n89 
 
Because social mandates do change, following the law is not enough to keep 
businesses out of trouble with society. n91 Suggestions by the experts and excuses 
by the participants that neither Enron executives nor their Arthur Andersen 
auditors actually broke the law have not blunted the nearly universal condemnation 
of them. n92 The law does not usually change quickly enough to reflect the current 
expectations of society. n93 Additionally, society has begun to recognize that the 
current political system often allows corporate money to influence the writing and 
enforcement of the laws for corporate benefit rather than to the benefit of society. 
n94 
 
 [*59]  
 
The Enron affair has heightened the above recognition and may have provided the 
tipping point for a new social mandate that society expects businesses to restrain 
themselves from harming others even if it is legal to do so. n95 Society may be 
developing a view that law and ethics should be combined into a single system that 
would provide guidance for managers, restrain abuses of economic power, promote 
general welfare, and prevent harm to others. n96 According to this view, conduct 



within the law is no longer seen as self-justifying because the law is not seen as a 
complete system. n97 Ethics completes the law in that promotion of the general 
good and avoidance of harm to others are seen as the overall purposes of law. n98 
When following the law does not advance these purposes or others are harmed, 
society expects companies to restrain their conduct by applying ethical standards. 
n99 
 
If a new mandate to operate under the guidance of law and ethics rather than 
justifying conduct by its legality has in fact come into general acceptance, then 
businesses should be wary of using the legality of an action-"We did not break any 
laws"-as a defense when the following conditions apply: 
 
(a) When others' interests are seriously harmed by following the law (Enron and 
Arthur Andersen n100); 
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(b) When large segments of the population reject the law or its purpose (Freeport 
MacMorran in West Papua, Indonesia n101); 
 
(c) When the political institutions making or enforcing the law are unjust or corrupt 
(Exxon in Grand Bois, La. n102); 
 
(d) When good consequences of the law are threatened by outrage over its bad 
consequences in a particular instance (Exxon in Grand Bois, La. n103); and 
 
(e) When enactment or enforcement of the law is significantly influenced by the 
company's or its industry's involvement (Enron n104). 
 
A second social mandate that may be evolving in this new century is the concern 
that businesses respect the institution of the law as a means of resolving disputes 
and compensating the injured. n105 Corporations should aim to benefit 
stockholders and other inside stakeholders by winning their legal battles, but they 
should employ legal tactics which respect rather than weaken the procedural rules 
in the legal system itself. While society recognizes that both sides in an adversarial 
system should put on their best case and attempt to discredit the case of their 
adversary, the use of "scorched earth" litigation tactics such as the reliance on 
endless motions designed to bankrupt adversaries that are not well financed 
renders the  [*61]  courts less effective and weakens society's confidence in their 
ability to serve their purpose. n106 
 
Businesses that ignore changing social mandates and operate contrary to societal 
expectations may see their franchises chipped away bit by bit. n107 They may be 
subjected to larger jury awards and settlement demands, as Exxon has in recent 
cases in Alabama n109 Also, actions of such companies may trigger a change in the 



regulatory and political climate as the Enron/Andersen situation n110 and the 
recent Merrill Lynch securities analysts' compensation settlement show. n111 
 
III. Organizational Structures That Block Good Conduct 
 
A second cause of legal and ethical failures in businesses is organizational structures 
that are instituted to promote efficient operation of the firm but consequently 
inhibit legal and ethical action by employees. n112 This effect may be unintended 
both on the part of the  [*62]  company and the employees. The management of the 
company may well understand the costs of illegal and unethical activities from 
criminal penalties, loss of reputation, the opportunity costs of investigating and 
remedying wrongdoing, and from the corrosive effects on the internal morale and 
employee retention at the company. Yet, in organizing the work processes within 
the company, management may put pressure on employees to do what is illegal or 
unethical. n113 The following organizational needs and practices required to run a 
company inherently create this pressure, and are thus considered "organizational 
blocks." 
 
A. "Ambiguity about priorities" n115 
 
When employees are not sure how high a priority the company attaches to acting 
legally and ethically, especially when those principles conflict with productivity and 
short-term profits, they may feel pressure to fulfill the measurable or "hard criteria" 
at the expense of following the "soft criteria" of law and ethics. n116 The company 
may give a high priority to both profits and good conduct but not provide guidance 
on how to reconcile conflicts between the two. n117 Andersen employees who were 
told to follow the law but to shred "excess" documents may have felt pressure to 
widen their view of what was really "excess" in order to protect the company and 
their own jobs from another auditing failure. n118 State Farm employees in their 
zeal to protect the policyholders from higher rates may have lost sight of their 
company's commitment to making those policyholders whole if  [*63]  they were 
injured in an accident. n119 Also, when Bausch & Lomb managers were told to 
"'[m]ake the numbers, but don't do anything stupid!'" they may have gotten the 
message that it would be stupid not to make the numbers by whatever means 
because that was what would be measured and rewarded. n120 Exxon may be 
committed as a corporation to following the rules of legal proceedings but winning 
lawsuits is what is measurable while playing fair is not. 
 
B. Separation of Policy Decisions from Implementation n122 
 
Decision making within large corporations is often divided into functions. Upper 
managers set the policies and goals, middle managers decide how to implement 
these policies and goals and lower managers get the actual work done. n123 
Discussion in management circles has focused on combining these functions as 
much as possible to create flatter, more horizontal organizations that connect 
policymaking with its  [*64]  implementation. When this connection does not exist, 



managers may unwittingly make policies that require illegal or unethical action to 
implement. Exxon's upper managers' cost-cutting goals may have pressured field 
managers to seek the lowest cost disposal of hazardous wastes in spite of potential 
harms to local residents. n124 Keeping the revenues generated by Enron's 
consulting contracts may have pressured Andersen auditors to look the other way at 
questionable partnerships. n125 As one Arthur Andersen wag lamented to the tune 
of the Eagles' "Hotel California": "They livin' it up at the Hotel Cram-It-Down-Ya, 
When the [law]suits arrive, Bring your alibis." 
 
C. "Strict line of command" n127 
 
A "one-over-one" command structure with no access to managers higher up the 
chain of command prevents employees from reporting  [*65]  wrongdoing by their 
managers. Although concern about the questionable partnerships was general water 
cooler talk among Enron managers, none dared take their concerns to Chairman 
Kenneth Lay as long as CEO Jeffrey Skilling was in charge. 
 
D. "Strong role models" n129 
 
If job training comes primarily from those already performing that function, new 
employees may be taught that there are no alternatives to illegal or unethical means 
to get the job done. Company values and alternative methods may not be learned. 
New hires in the turbine division at G.E. were taught that price fixing was the only 
way to meet sales goals. n130 The fact that Andersen did not rotate its auditors may 
have meant that those working on the Enron account were given a significant 
amount of their training by the one partner who managed the account. 
 
E. "Division of work" n131 
 
Dividing tasks by specialization or geographical division may generate efficiency, 
but it also may prevent employees from reporting suspected wrongdoing in other 
divisions. Because employees in one division may not fully understand what goes on 
in another, they may be reluctant to report perceived wrongdoing for fear of looking 
foolish. n132 An employee may report to someone in his/her division who does not 
feel responsible for what happens in other divisions and discourages reporting the 
perceived violation. 
 
F. Task group loyalty n133 
 
Employees working within a group may feel pressured not to report wrongdoing by 
group members because of loyalty to the group or fear of  [*66]  punishment by the 
group. Studies of social and market disasters such as the Equity Funding debacle 
n135 indicate that a number of otherwise good people "went along" because of their 
loyalty to the group and their desire not to see colleagues and friends hurt, even 
though their choices injured tens of thousands of investors or killed seven 
astronauts, respectively. 



 
G. "Protection from outside intervention" n136 
 
Employees may hesitate to report wrongdoing within the company for fear that an 
internal investigation of the incident may be leaked to the outside and cause harm to 
the company. 
 
H. Believing Your Own Story Too Much 
 
Employees may justify departures from law and ethics because of the good that the 
company is doing. Enron's belief that they were totally redesigning the way energy 
and other commodities were sold for the great  [*67]  benefit of these markets may 
have led employees to overlook their methods of financing these operations. n137 
 
I. Giving Yourself Too Much Credit 
 
Psychological test data indicates that because individuals are more familiar with 
their own contributions they tend to give themselves more credit than they 
objectively deserve. n138 Thus companies and individuals within companies may be 
willing to engage in illegal or unethical behavior in order to continue to operate 
because of an exaggerated sense of their own importance to the marketplace or to 
their company. 
 
J. Circling the Wagons and Demonizing Critics 
 
This blocker is related to "Protection from Outside Intervention." In this case, 
companies may react to any criticism from outside as a threat to the continued 
existence of the company. It is also related to "Task Group Cohesiveness" in that 
members of the company do not see criticisms from outside as an opportunity to 
learn from others but as an opportunity to show loyalty to the company. During the 
Watergate crisis, President Richard M. Nixon's advisors were particularly harsh on 
their critics and were also very brutal toward anyone in the inner circle who even 
seemed somewhat "soft" on how things were managed. n139 
 
 [*68]  
 
K. Praising A and Rewarding B 
 
There is often ambiguity about priorities in that a company may expect legal 
compliance and ethical behavior but have no mechanisms for rewarding conduct in 
either its evaluation or compensation systems. Behavior that gets the job done may 
be rewarded while legal practices and ethical conduct are only discussed. 
 
Demands such as, "Lieutenant, just get the job done, I don't care how you do it, and I 
don't want to know," are not found just in the military. Many colleges and 
universities pay lip service to the virtues of good teaching, but they distribute 



promotions and salaries that correlate heavily to publications. n140 Some 
companies may send similar signals by spending only minimal funds on 
environmental compliance or ethics staffing and training while featuring one or 
both prominently in their Mission Statements or Ethics Codes. 
 
L. Undervaluing the Public Good 
 
Social Psychology literature has repeatedly pointed out that the public, when asked 
to estimate the share of a public good in places such as state parks, schools, or 
highways, tends to undervalue the fair share of what it costs for the state to provide 
that good. n141 In a sense, this is the  [*69]  underlying mental condition for "The 
Tragedy of the Commons." n142 This mindset extends to the issue of how corporate 
managers should rate or value good will, the company's public image, clean water, 
and cleaner air. It follows that these considerations frequently come up short when 
decisions are made about company plans and priorities. 
 
For example, top managers at one large timber company shared the mindset that a 
tree only had value when it was converted into pulp or board feet. n143 This 
perspective became part of the corporate culture and was displayed repeatedly in 
various public forums. n144 That a tree or a stand of trees could have aesthetic 
value, or could help prevent erosion on a mountainside, or could help in the oxygen 
cycle did not rise to the level of expression for them. The same managers, however, 
seemed shocked when their company was chosen as the target for an environmental 
campaign. n145 
 
There are certainly more organizational blocks to be discovered based on the 
analysis of companies that have failed. Were there organizational factors that made 
it difficult for individuals in those companies doing the right thing? Also, are these 
factors different for smaller companies or for entrepreneurial companies? 
 
IV. Rules for a Successful Career in the Organization 
 
A third level of analysis of the causes of illegal and unethical behavior in businesses 
examines the rules of behavior for building a successful career in large 
organizations. Robert Jackall suggests that in  [*70]  order to negotiate the "moral 
mazes" in large corporations, individual managers must strip themselves of their 
ordinary sense of law and ethics and adopt new ways of thinking about doing the 
right thing. n146 The following new ways of thinking may lead to a more successful 
career. 
 
A. Look Up and Look Around-But Do Not Look Outside the Company n147 
 
The actions of individual managers have very little effect on the outcomes of large 
corporations-on the financial performance of the company and on how the company 
impacts consumers or the environment. Market forces, such as the state of the 
global, national, or regional economy, changes in the regulatory or competitive 



environment, and technological developments largely determine financial 
performance. All of these forces are totally outside the control of individual 
managers or even the company as a whole. The company's responses to these 
market forces are determined by a series of fragmented and bureaucratized 
decisions about which individual managers have little say. n148 This lack of control 
over outcomes creates a constant anxiety in managers about the security of their 
jobs. A recession, a change in ownership, or a decision to close a plant or a division 
of the company may result in a premature end to an individual's career, whereas 
good conditions can provide good career development opportunities. The individual 
can only hope that he or she has the good luck to be in the right place at the right 
time. n149 
 
The one factor over which the individual can exercise some control is his/her 
relationships with others. Being networked with the right individuals in higher 
management and the right peers can mean that the individual will move up when 
this network is favored by luck to move up. n150 The first rule requires that 
managers look up to develop relationships with mentors and around at peers, and 
not be concerned with the effects of the company's actions on the society or on the 
environment. These effects on others outside the company, however, are the 
primary focus of law and ethics, both of which are aimed at doing good and avoiding 
harm to others. If individual managers perceive that they have little control over 
these effects on others, they will never focus on the legal and ethical aspects of the 
company's behavior. 
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B. Fit In by Making Others Comfortable with You 
 
Success at networking-looking up and around-requires fitting into the style of the 
company so that others will be comfortable that the individual manager is one of 
them. Having the proper style, appearance, and teamwork ethic allows the manager 
to put others at ease. n151 If discussions about legal compliance and ethical conduct 
are not a part of the corporate culture, if talking about these subjects makes others 
uncomfortable, then career success will require managers to forego talking about 
ethics and the law. One can imagine that individual managers hide their ethical 
principles behind a glass door like the old fashioned fire extinguishers, with a label 
reading "Ethics Principles. Break Glass only in severe crisis! Ethics discussions are 
embarrassing to your bosses and peers. Mentioning ethics or law may be hazardous 
to your career!" 
 
C. Get the Job Done 
 
Successful managers are those who get the job done even if they have to do what is 
unpleasant, unethical, or even illegal. n152 The individual may have to break a few 
eggs but the omelet gets made. The law and ethics can come to be seen as barriers 
that the successful manager has to be tough enough to overcome. n153 



 
The rules for career success can prevent the law and ethics from being discussed or 
used as serious factors in corporate decision making. Managers will not raise legal 
or ethical questions because they are not related to the network of relationships 
that make for a successful career, or can work against relationships by making 
others uncomfortable, or because legal and ethical issues can interfere with getting 
the work done on time and on budget. 
 
What these three levels of analysis are suggesting is that working inside the 
corporate box can lead good individuals to do bad things by changing the factors 
that are used to make decisions. A misunderstanding of societal mandates can focus 
the individual manager on goals and values that are incompatible with or do not 
include all of society's expectations for businesses. Organizational structures 
designed for efficient workflow inside the box can block individuals from being 
ethical or following the  [*72]  law. The rules for career success within the box can 
make operating on the basis of, or even discussing law and ethics, a risky business 
for individual managers. Because of these three conditions for working inside the 
box, management decision making is not a choice between following law and ethics 
on the one hand and personal and corporate power and gain on the other. Managers 
do not see their decisions as requiring a choice between the benefit of the consumer 
and/or society and the benefit of the company. 
 
Decision making inside the box is much more complex than "us against them" or 
"illegal and unethical versus legal and ethical." Managers focus on goals and values 
that are not in themselves illegal or unethical but exclude consideration of the law 
and ethics. Decisions are made to increase shareholder value to the exclusion of 
other societal expectations. Decisions focus on corporate goals and groups and not 
on their effects that cutting costs or protecting my task group will have on others. 
Decisions are governed by the need to look up and around, to fit in and to get the job 
done if the individual manager is to succeed, rather than on the importance of 
looking out. The law and ethics are effectively left out of corporate decision making 
by these factors. 
 
V. Acknowledging the Power of Group Dynamics and Role Expectations 
 
In addition to the first three frameworks for analyzing causes of ethical and legal 
failures in organizations, it also seems that many businesses fail to appreciate and 
respect the tremendous psychological power of role expectations within the 
organization and its corporate culture. Aristotle taught that we tend to become what 
we do. n154 It is sage advice, but the gradual effects can often be insidious. People 
are very suggestible when it comes to the unspoken admonitions of the situation 
and what they perceive as the demands of the organization and their role in it. n155 
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Over twenty years ago, an NEA local struggled with an anti-teacher board of 
education in a small town in the upper Midwest. n156 The union's lawyer and the 
NEA local organizer decided to run "one of their own" for the board in a non- 
bargaining election year. They backed a college professor who was married to one of 
the union activists. n157 Their hope was that by getting an educator on the 
otherwise hostile board they could, at a minimum, get someone who understood 
and was sympathetic to their position inside the school board. Arguably, this would 
improve their chances for negotiating a favorable agreement without a strike. 
 
This tactic, however, backfired. The professor was soon acting and talking like any 
other elected board member, trying to impress the other board members with his 
concern for the taxpayers' dollars. After one year, the professor was elected 
president of the board. That year, the town experienced its first teachers' strike in 
history. n158 The household of the college professor was torn; a line separating 
management and labor went down the middle of the kitchen. The town was divided. 
Social scars still linger in the teachers' lounges two decades later. n159 What 
happened? The college professor had become "one of them." He was no longer 
playing the role; rather, the role was playing him. 
 
The power of such a situation was vividly demonstrated in Zimbardo's famous 
Stanford Prison experiment. n160 In 1971, Professor Zimbardo and two graduate 
assistants, Haney and Banks, conducted an experiment in the psychology building at 
Stanford University. n161 A group of twenty-four, paid, white male college students 
were selected for an experiment and subsequently screened for mental health and 
stability. n162  [*74]  Then, prisoner and guard roles were determined by a flip of a 
coin. The experiment was scheduled to last two weeks, but had to be called off after 
only six days because the situation had become too real. n163 
 
Guards had become sadistic and aggressive and, at least in one case, were abusing 
the prisoners. The prisoners had started to act like "first-timers" in real prisons and 
experienced "a loss of personal identity." n164 They also displayed signs of 
"passivity, dependency, depression, and helplessness." n165 In less than thirty-six 
hours, one of the prisoners showed signs of severe psychosomatic disturbance and 
had to be released early. Four other prisoners who developed signs of severe 
psychological symptoms were also released. The guards enjoyed the exercise of 
power and volunteered for extra duty without additional pay. When the experiment 
was terminated early, the guards were disappointed, while the remaining prisoners 
were elated. n166 In 1982, Professor Zimbardo explained his observations and why 
the experiment had to be terminated: 
 
At the end of only six days we had to close down our mock prison because what we 
saw was frightening. It was no longer apparent to most of the subjects (or to us) 
where reality ended and their roles began. The majority had indeed become 
prisoners or guards, no longer able to clearly differentiate between role playing and 
self. There were dramatic changes in virtually every aspect of their behavior, 
thinking and feeling. In less than a week the experience of imprisonment undid 



(temporarily) a lifetime of learning; human values were suspended, self-concepts 
were challenged and the ugliest, most base, pathological side of human nature 
surfaced. n167 
 
If such major behavioral changes can be induced in volunteers who were paid 
minimum wage and were playing at prison, imagine the possibility in a real situation 
where a person's livelihood and the economic welfare of his or her family is at stake. 
Such situational imperatives drive  [*75]  scenarios such as Equity Funding, n169 
Arthur Andersen's shredding of Enron documents, n171 the Challenger disaster, 
n172 and numerous others. Good people will do bad things make their cubicles 
(boxes) are too much like Stanford's Prison. The opposite is an open environment 
that promotes independent thinking and tolerates questioning and dissent. In short, 
organizations need to be more like town meetings and less like the hierarchical 
organizational charts derived from military models if employees are to be good 
citizens both on the job and after work. 
 
VI. Redesigning the Boxes n173 
 
In accordance with the prior analysis regarding managers' decision making, it is 
necessary to look for ways to redesign the corporate box so that working within it 
does not exclude law and ethics as decision-making factors. These remedies will be 
different from those designed to prevent the greedy, the power obsessed, or the 
completely self-interested from breaking the law or acting unethically. The remedies 
for these individuals would be to change their character by reeducation or 
exhortation or to change the balance of self-interest by significantly raising the 
penalties for bad actions. The federal uniform sentencing guidelines have motivated 
companies to educate workers in compliance by raising the penalties for  [*76]  
noncompliance. n174 Companies with these programs, however, still break the law 
and act unethically. For example, Enron touted the success of its RICE program. 
n175 Conditions for working inside the corporation need to change one way or 
another. 
 
One change would be to ensure that all levels of the organization focus on societal 
goals and values as well as on corporate goals and values. This would require not 
only training throughout the corporation but also a sustained commitment by 
boards of directors and top managers to stay current with changing societal 
expectations. Corporations themselves may attempt to influence or change those 
expectations as they have done in promoting deregulation. Societal expectations, 
however, may still change for reasons unrelated to corporate influence. Boards of 
directors should be cognizant of societal and corporate changes and modify their 
corporate policies accordingly. 
 
To mitigate organizational blocks, companies should adopt strong ethics codes 
based on benchmarking with successful practices. Legal compliance and ethics 
vocabularies need to develop within companies so that managers and employees 
will be as comfortable raising issues of law and ethics as they are raising concerns 



about worker safety. Corporate cultures should be examined and, where necessary, 
strong corporate cultures might be deliberately weakened and individual voice 
strengthened. Companies should also adopt methods for internal whistleblowers to 
report perceived violations without risking their job or the acceptance of their 
peers. Many companies have ethics action lines for this purpose. 
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Companies should also change the rules for career success in the company. 
Executives need to be focused on how their company's actions affect how both 
internal and external stakeholders-look out and not just up and around. Pay and 
promotion should incorporate accountability for long-term as well as short-term 
effects of executive decisions. Consistent efforts from the boardroom on down must 
be made to incorporate law and ethics into the everyday decision making of 
corporate managers. Some companies have accomplished this through the adoption 
and constant reference to company values and by annual awards for employees who 
creatively utilize these values in their work. n176 
 
There is a rich literature on organizational structures and behavior, n178 and on 
corporate culture, n179 which can be mined for creative ways to redesign the work 
environment to promote legal compliance and ethical behavior. The four 
frameworks for analysis presented here are only a small part of what is a much-
needed focus on organizational factors that contribute to ethical and legal failures in 
business. In a recent article about how Enron pursued "The Talent Myth," which 
meant that it promoted on merit but failed to provide guidance, Malcolm Gladwell 
noted, "They were there looking for people who had the talent to think outside the 
box. It never occurred to them that, if everyone had to think outside the box, maybe 
it was the box that needed fixing." n180 
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VII. Summary and Conclusions 
 
A. Impact of Organizational Design and Corporate Cultures 
 
Business ethics has focused almost exclusively on the issues of moral decision 
making and how an individual can distinguish moral from immoral or morally 
neutral decisions. n181 This is a necessary but insufficient approach to a much more 
complex dynamic. The social psychology researches of Milgram, n183 and others 
shed light on the issue of how good people can go so far astray when they are part of 
an organization such as Enron, Equity Funding, Global Crossing, or any other large 
organization with a toxic culture. At the very least, this information should be 
addressed in business ethics settings, whether it be corporate training or in 
business schools. 
 



Additionally, the issue of what kinds of corporate cultures are pathological, from an 
ethics and legal standpoint, needs to be addressed and should be the subject of 
additional research. Waters n185 have identified some significant areas where 
culture plays a less than benign role; however, additional work needs to be done. 
Moreover, the strange notion that ethical, moral, and law-abiding employees need to 
"think outside the box" demands rectification. The so-called "box" should be 
redesigned to compel all employees to face the legal and ethical issues inherent in 
today's management environment. 
 
B. Refocusing the Law of Organizations 
 
The Model Business Corporation Act has served its purpose and, perhaps, has 
outlasted its usefulness. A law that can be traced back over seventy years ago, to the 
Illinois Corporation statute of 1933, has a property-contract emphasis to the 
exclusion of human psychology, social welfare, and the vastness of global capitalism. 
n186 The making of specific suggestions as to how that emphasis should be re-
adjusted goes beyond the scope of this article. A few general observations will be 
considered. 
 
First, the modern publicly traded corporation cannot be explained by the classical 
model of property and contract. Such corporations should be  [*79]  treated as the 
distinct creatures they are. Further, the idea that a board of directors is elected 
knowingly and thoughtfully by shareholders is simply fictional when applied to such 
corporations. It may be time to move toward statutes, such as those in Europe, 
under which employees and their unions have mandated seats on the board. A 
public election of a certain number or percentage of directors might be in order. The 
suggestions for reform offered by Christopher Stone, n187 almost thirty years ago, 
should be readdressed in connection with current knowledge about corporate 
abuses and corporate cultures. Corporations that are convicted of felonies should be 
facing fines based upon percentages of annual revenue or net worth and not the 
stated amounts contained in many codes; such numbered amounts are farcical when 
the criminal is a transnational giant such as Exxon n189 Additionally, some form of 
job tenure after a probationary period might provide the start of a corporate culture 
allowing employees to freely raise disturbing questions without fear of being 
unemployed. The university model is not ideal here, but something in that domain 
might be feasible. Providing a legal consequence for a no-confidence vote by 
employees against top management, by directors against top management, or by top 
management against directors also seems to be worth consideration. 
 
Finally, white-collar crime may need to be treated for what it is: anti-social and 
felonious behavior. Sentencing of white-collar criminals has been limited to short 
times that are almost always served in federal or state minimum security prisons 
that too often resemble summer camps  [*80]  rather than jails. n190 It is little short 
of hypocritical for our justice system to sentence small-time criminals to big-time 
sentences in harsh conditions, n191  [*81]  and then "slap the wrists" of big-time 
corporate criminals, some of whom have destroyed the life savings or retirement 



plans of many others. n192 In short, the legal system should stop treating security 
fraud perpetrators and other white-collar crooks as if they were engaged in so-
called victim-less crimes. 
 
The ultimate conclusion from this study is that doing nothing about the national 
epidemic of corporate crime is unacceptable. n193 Tolerating the status quo is 
neither a viable nor a healthy alternative for the United States, for the American 
economy, or for the employees who have to deal with corporate America every 
working day of their lives. Major overhauls to the ways in which large, publicly 
traded corporations are treated by the law and the ways that such organizations are 
designed are encouraged. Both of these activities should focus on the well-being of 
society generally, and not exclusively on some narrow goal such as preserving the 
health of the New York Stock Exchange or minimizing the impact on the wealthy. 
The judicial system needs to consider sentencing reforms that would require  [*82]  
white-collar felons to serve longer sentences in more appropriate prison 
environments. Finally, the perspectives of many business ethics classes, if they have 
not already become multi-disciplinary, should be expanded beyond the traditional 
scope of the philosopher-decision maker to encompass a truly multi-disciplinary 
perspective embracing, at a minimum: law, philosophy, sociology, psychology, 
history, organizational behavior, and organizational theory. 
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For related research and practice materials, see the following legal topics: 
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